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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

This article  proposes  a novel  approach  to  blockmodeling  of valued  (one-mode)  networks  where  the
identification  of  (binary)  block  patterns  in the  valued  relations  differ  from  existing  approaches.  Rather
than  looking  at the  absolute  values  of  relations,  or examining  valued  ties  on a per-actor  basis  (cf.  Nordlund,
2007), the  approach  identifies  prominent  (binary)  ties  on  the  basis  of deviations  from  expected  values.  By
comparing  the  distribution  of  each  actor’s  valued  relations  to  its  alters  with  the macro-level  distributions
of  total  in-  and outdegrees,  prominent  (1)  and  non-prominent  (0) ties  are  determined  both  on  a per-
actor-to-actor  and  a per-actor-from-actor  basis.  This  allows  for a  direct  interpretation  of  the  underlying
functional  anatomy  of a non-dichotomized  valued  network  using  the  standard  set  of  ideal  blocks  as  found
in generalized  blockmodeling  of binary  networks.

In  addition  to  its applicability  for  direct  blockmodeling,  the  article  also  suggests  a novel indirect  mea-
sure  of deviational  structural  equivalence  on the  basis  of  such  deviations  from  expected  values.

Exemplified  with  the note-sharing  data  in Žiberna  (2007a), citations  among  social  work  journals

(Baker,  1992),  and  total  commodity  trade  among  EU/EFTA  countries  as  of  2010,  both  the  direct  and
indirect  approach  produce  results  that are  more  sensitive  to variations  at  the  dyadic  level  than  existing
approaches.  This  is  particularly  evident  in the  case  of the  EU/EFTA  trade  network,  where  the  indirect
approach  yields  partitions  and  blockmodels  in support  of  theories  of  regional  trade,  despite  the  signifi-
cantly  skewed  valued  degree  distribution  of  the  dataset.
. Introduction

As the quintessential tool in the study of social roles, blockmod-
ling allows for the analysis of role-equivalence in networks and the
ifferent roles actors have with each other (e.g. Ferligoj et al., 2011,
. 434). Building on the foundational paper of Lorrain and White
1971), the technique stems from a series of articles in the mid-
970s (Breiger et al., 1975; White, 1974a, 1974b; White et al., 1976;
ee Galtung, 1966 for an independent precursor). Refined further
y the Ljubljana school of network scholars, generalized blockmod-
ling (e.g. Doreian et al., 2005) constitutes a formal and integrated
pproach for the study of the underlying functional anatomies of
irtually any set of relational data.

An open problem with contemporary blockmodeling is that
t is primarily designed for binary, rather than valued, networks

Doreian, 2006, p. 127). This is particularly apparent in the set of
deal blocks used for interpreting blockmodels, ideal role-relational
emplates whose characteristic tie patterns are binary and thus
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not readily comparable with valued empirical blocks. Apart from
the dichotomization of valued data and the loss of information
this entails, less crude alternatives for comparing ideal and empir-
ical blocks have been suggested (Žiberna, 2007a; Nordlund, 2007).
These alternatives are more sensitive to variations in valued data,
but they nevertheless conflate the prominence of valued ties with
their absolute strengths.

This article proposes a novel approach to generalized block-
modeling of valued directional (one-mode) networks where the
underlying conceptualization of “prominence” of ties differs from
existing approaches. By analyzing how observed tie values devi-
ate from expected values based on the distribution of total in-
and outdegrees for each actor, the suggested approach deter-
mines whether a tie is prominent (a 1-cell) or not (a 0-cell) on
a dyadic basis. Allowing for direct comparisons between empiri-
cal valued blocks and the ideal binary blocks used in generalized
blockmodeling, the approach, by default non-parametric, excludes
dichotomization, pruning or otherwise modification of the origi-
nal data, where the identification of prominent ties only partially

depends on their absolute values. By adapting how block penalty
scores and overall goodness-of-fit measures are calculated in gen-
eralized blockmodeling, the suggested approach allows for either
finding optimal partitions and/or block images, or for evaluating

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.socnet.2015.08.004
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03788733
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/socnet
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ypothetical blockmodels, i.e. similar to how this is done in gener-
lized blockmodeling.

Whereas the approach is non-parametric by default, this being
he recommended setting in the general case, an optional param-
ter determines the prominence of valued ties as a minimum
ercentual deviation between observed and expected flows. A
two-sided” application of this parameter, equally optional, intro-
uces the possibility of non-determined ties, i.e. valued relations
hat are deemed neither prominent (1) nor non-prominent (0).
ccurrences of such ties motivate the modification of how incon-

istencies between empirical and ideal blocks are calculated. Such
ies also introduce measures of interpretational certainty, specific
o each ideal block. The maximum two-sided deviation threshold
hat holds the aggregate uncertainty score at zero (or near-zero
evels) is suggested as a measure of interpretational certainty for
alued blockmodels, in effect transforming the optional parameter
nto an outgoing stat.

In addition to using the suggested approach in direct blockmod-
ling, this article also proposes an alternative indirect route for
etermining structurally equivalent positions in valued networks.
sing the deviations between observed and expected values as

nput, a modified formula for calculating Pearson correlation
oefficients is proposed as a measure of deviational structural
quivalence. Having partitioned the network based on cluster
nalysis of the resulting equivalence coefficients, the subsequent
dentification of prominent ties makes the interpretation of such
eviational structural blockmodels more straight-forward than
hat is the case for other existing indirect approaches.

Implementing a local-optimization search algorithm for find-
ng optimal partitions and/or blockimages, the provided software
lient1 also implements the modified Pearson correlation formula.
he direct blockmodeling approach is tested on the note-sharing
ata analyzed by Žiberna (2007a) and citations among social work

ournals (Baker, 1992). Using a pre-specified partition into geo-
raphical regions, a dataset on total commodity trade among
uropean (EU plus EFTA) countries as of 2010 is analyzed for
ould-be spatial trade-gravity effects. The proposed formula for
eviational structural equivalence is exemplified on both the jour-
al citation data and the European trade datasets. Taken together,
hese examples demonstrate how the proposed approach seem-
ngly produces viable and intuitive results for valued datasets,
rrespectively of how skewed their valued in- and outdegree dis-
ributions are.

The remainder of this article is divided into four parts. The first
ection provides an introduction to blockmodeling, with a focus on
alued networks. Discussing existing approaches to partition and
nterpreting valued blockmodels, this section highlights how these
pproaches tend to emphasize tie strengths when empirical val-
ed blocks are compared with ideal binary blocks. Addressing this
oncern, the second part introduces and specifies the suggested
eviational approach to generalized blockmodeling of valued net-
ork. This part also specifies the indirect measure of deviational

tructural equivalence. The third part applies direct and indirect
eviational approaches to blockmodeling on the three example
atasets, comparing these results with those obtained when using
xisting (conventional) direct and indirect approaches. Conclud-
ng this article, the final part discusses the findings, outlines future

esearch and the possibilities to transpose the proposed deviational
pproach to other binary-oriented network-analytical metrics.

1 A demonstrational Windows software client (KrishKrosh) with example
atasets available at http://cnslabs.ceu.hu.
2 An introduction to blockmodeling and role-analysis is given in Ferligoj et al.

2011) – more thorough descriptions are found in Doreian et al. (2005) and
asserman and Faust (1994, chapter 9–10).
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2. Blockmodeling of binary and valued networks2

A blockmodel is created by partitioning actors into subsets
(‘positions’ or ‘clusters’ in blockmodel terminology) based on a
meaningful definition of equivalence, subsequently sorting the
original sociomatrix by these positions. It is interpreted by com-
paring intra- and inter-positional ‘blocks’ with a given set of
ideal block types, the latter corresponding to different types of
ideal role-relational patterns. A blockmodel can be reduced to a
block image and a corresponding image graph that ideally capture
the underlying role-structure – the functional anatomy – of the
network.

The partitioning of actors is either done indirectly, typically
using a suitable algorithm or formula intended to capture and mea-
sure the degree of equivalence (of some type) among actors, or
directly by permutating actors among positions in the blockmodel
in search of partitions that minimize the number of inconsisten-
cies between observed and ideal blocks. A search algorithm could
be used to determine an optimal partition, possibly with a pre-
determined hypothetical block image or only with a preset number
of positions. A pre-specified partition could also be examined by
comparing the resulting blocks with a set of ideal blocks. In indirect
approaches, dyadic measures of equivalence are typically used in
conjunction with hierarchical clustering and/or multidimensional
scaling to identify suitable positions of equivalent actors, positions
that specify a blockmodel for subsequent interpretation. In all these
approaches, the total inconsistencies between observed and ideal
blocks are calculated for each hypothetical blockmodel as measures
of goodness-of-fit.

The ideal block types are templates that represent different
types of role-relations. In structural blockmodeling, where actor
equivalence implies having identical ties to alters, the ideal block
types are either complete (oneblocks) or null (zeroblocks). In regu-
lar blockmodeling, where equivalence between two  actors implies
having similar ties to actors that in turn are regularly equivalent, the
ideal regular block is used, consisting of at least one tie in each row
and column, respectively, of the block. In generalized blockmodel-
ing, these traditional ideal blocks are supplemented with additional
ideal blocks – see Table 1.

The binary nature of the ideal block types makes them less
than ideal for comparison with valued data. To allow for such
comparisons, valued blockmodels are often dichotomized, where a
statistically, theoretically or arbitrarily determined threshold value
determines the prominence (1) and non-prominence (0) of each
valued relation.

In addition to the inevitable loss of information and the dilemma
of choosing a suitable cutoff value, the feasibility of a dichotomiza-
tion hinges on an implicit assumption of equal relational capacities
among actors. Although a viable assumption in many situations, e.g.
when mapping playtime among school children during a 45-min
lunch break, the relationship between absolute values and local
perceptions of importance could differ substantially among actors
in a network. Colombia indeed deems its flow of exports to USA as
highly significant, a valued directional tie that pales in comparison
with other bilateral imports to USA.3 In this and other situations
of highly skewed valued degree distributions, the dichotomization
of valued blockmodels inevitably puts the emphasis on relative tie
strengths at the macro-level, rather than how a dyad is perceived

as prominent or not by its two actors.

Žiberna has suggested two  alternative approaches to valued
blockmodeling that exclude dichotomization of the raw data. In

3 Total commodity trade from Colombia to USA in 2010 was valued at 17.1 billion
USD. Representing 43% of Colombia’s total exports for that year, it only corresponds
to  0.9% of US total imports in 2010.
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Table 1
Set of ideal block types used in generalized blockmodeling (Doreian et al., 2005, pp. 14ff, 212).a
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a Excluded from this table, the set of ideal blocks in generalized blockmodeling a
.  212, 224; Žiberna, 2007a, p. 108).

he first approach, the ideal blocks used in generalized blockmod-
ling are modified by introducing parametric vector functions in
heir definitions (Žiberna, 2007a, pp. 108, 111). For instance, for
ow(-f)-regular blocks (Žiberna, 2007a, p. 108) where f(V) = max(V),
t least one value in each block row vector V is equal to or above

 predetermined network-wide parametric value m. If the func-
ion instead is the sum of values, row-f-regularity implies that the
um of all values in each block row is equal to or above m.  Pos-
ibly combined with pruning exceptionally large values (Žiberna,
007a, p. 125), this approach nevertheless assumes equal relational
apacities among actors by determining the prominence of ties by
omparison with the network-wide absolute parameter m.

Žiberna’s second suggestion is to use homogeneity blockmod-
ling (2007a, p. 115), i.e. where the blockmodel is optimized to

inimize intra-block variance (see also Borgatti and Everett, 1992;
artigan, 1972). Proposing ways to identify ideal blocks in such
omogenized blocks, homogeneity blockmodeling is by definition

 partitioning of actors based on tie value similarities within blocks,
cludes row-dominant and column-dominant ideal blocks (e.g. Doreian et al., 2005,

i.e. explicitly focusing on strengths, rather than pattern variations,
of ties.

In the heuristic proposed by Nordlund (2007), the valued matrix
is marginal-normalized by rows and columns, respectively, result-
ing in an outbound (ORB) and an inbound (IRB) regular blockmodel.
Each row in ORB contains the shares of the total valued outde-
gree for each row actor to potential alters, and columns in IRB
similarly reflect the distribution of inflows to each column actor
from potential alters. Dichotomizing these normalized matrices
with a cutoff value that specifies tie prominence as a mini-
mum  share of total in- and outflows, respectively, occurrences of
regular blocks are identified by simultaneously measuring criteria-
fulfillment for row-regular blocks in ORB and column-regular
blocks in IRB.
Whereas Nordlund’s (2007) suggestion captures the promi-
nence of valued relations on a per-actor basis, there are two
drawbacks with his approach. First, the procedure discards vari-
ations within row- and column vectors that could be of relevance.
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rba,b =
0, if rda,b ≤ 0;

, (4a)

4 As evident in formulas (3a) and (3b), the sign and magnitude of the deviations
depend on how dyadic values relate to total in- and outdegrees of respective actor
in  each dyad. Thus, although deviations in RD and CD do depend on the actual values
C. Nordlund / Social N

or example, when choosing a significance cutoff of 1/5, an out-
ound tie representing 20% of an actor’s total outdegree would be
eemed equally significant to ties corresponding to 30, 50 or 100%
f an actor’s total outflows.

Most importantly, although the suggestion in Nordlund (2007)
ndeed captures prominent ties on a per-actor basis, this opera-
ionalization of tie prominence still builds on an assumption of
qual relational capacities among actors. By only determining tie
rominence on the basis of one of the two actors in each dyad,
ordlund’s (2007) heuristic ignores whether the relational capaci-

ies of both actors differ to such a degree that a particularly high (or
ow) share of an actor’s out- or inbound tie constitutes an anomaly
rom what could be expected. This implies that ties identified as
rominent typically appear in conjunction with actors having large

n- and/or outdegrees. That is, a valued tie deemed significant in
ordlund (2007) might indeed be so for either of the actors in

he dyad, but it does not necessarily constitute an anomaly from
hat could be expected on the basis of the overall valued degree
istribution of the network.

Focusing explicitly on deviations from expected values, the
pproach proposed in this article differs from existing approaches
n how the prominence of ties is perceived and operational-
zed. First, rather than applying an arbitrary threshold value at
he network-wide or per-actor level (cf. Nordlund, 2007), the
erein suggested approach conceptualizes prominence (and non-
rominence) of valued ties in terms of unexpected anomalies at
he dyadic level, determining such for each tie on both a per-
ctor-to-actor and a per-actor-from-actor basis. Secondly, whereas
ordlund (2007) only examined and measured occurrences of

egular blocks in pre-partitioned networks, the herein suggested
pproach incorporates additional ideal block types, whether exam-
ning pre-partitioned networks, finding an optimal partition for a
re-given block image, or for simultaneously finding optimal parti-
ions and block images. Thirdly, the proposed approach is by default
on-parametric. Although an optional deviation threshold can
e set when determining the prominence (and non-prominence)
f ties, this parameter constitutes a percentual deviation from
xpected flows on a dyadic basis, independent of network size,
alued degree distributions, and tie value spans. Related to this,
ourthly, depending on how the optional deviation threshold
arameter is applied, the heuristic could result in certain ties
ategorized as non-determined, i.e. being neither prominent (1)
or non-prominent (0). To cater for this, the proposed approach
perationalizes a measure of interpretational uncertainty of block-
odels that, when used in conjunction with a two-sided deviation

hreshold, results in a measure of interpretational certainty and/or
tability of a given blockmodel. Finally, although the suggested
pproach is primarily developed for direct blockmodeling, this
rticle also proposes an indirect correlation-based measure of
tructural equivalence in valued networks that is based on the
eviations between observed and expected values.

. Mathematical derivation/specification of suggested
pproach

For a sociomatrix X, representing a directional valued one-mode
etwork without self-ties, xi,j is the directed valued relation from

 to j (where xi,i = 0 for all i), the valued in- and outdegree of actor
 is indeg(k) and outdeg(k), respectively, and sum is the total sum
f values in X. A particular blockmodel is specified by a partition

 consisting of non-overlapping subsets (positions/clusters) of all

ctors, i.e. P = {CA, CB, CC}. A block is the submatrix specified by two
ositions, where B(CA, CB) is the set of ties from actors in CA to
ctors in CB. Diagonal (quadratic) blocks, e.g. B(CA, CA), lack ties in
heir diagonals.
s 44 (2016) 160–178 163

Identical to the ORB and IRB matrices in Nordlund (2007), two
normalized versions of matrix X are created, marginal-normalized
with respect to rows (RN) and columns (CN), respectively:

rna,b =
{

0, if outdeg(a) = 0;
xa,b

outdeg(a)
, if outdeg(a) > 0;

(1a)

cna,b =
{

0, if indeg(b) = 0;
xa,b

indeg(b)
, if indeg(b) > 0;

(1b)

Whereas Nordlund (2007) determined prominence and non-
prominence of ties on the basis of RN and CN alone, the herein
suggested approach compares these distributions with expected
values based on the distribution of total in- and outflow. Prominent
and non-prominent valued relations are those that deviate, respec-
tively, positively and negatively, from what could be expected on
the basis of aggregate in- and outflows of the actors for each dyad.

In valued networks with possible self-ties, the expected distri-
bution of outbound and inbound valued ties for all actors would
correspond to the normalized in- and outdegree distributions. For
networks that lack self-ties, the expected distributions of values
for outbound (RE) and inbound (CE) flows exclude the indegree
and outdegree contributions from, respectively, the source and the
destination of each dyad:

rea,b = indeg(b)
sum − indeg(a)

; a /= b (2a)

cea,b = outdeg(a)
sum − outdeg(b)

; a /= b (2b)

Combining the above formulas, the calculated percentual dif-
ferences between actual and expected flows end up in the two
matrices RD and CD:

rda,b=

{
0, if indeg(b) = 0 or outdeg(a) = 0;(

rna,b

rea,b

)
− 1=xa,b

(
sum − indeg(a)

outdeg(a) · indeg(b)

)
−1, otherwise;

a /= b (3a)

cda,b=

{
0, if outdeg(a) = 0 or indeg(b) = 0;(

cna,b

cea,b

)
−1 = xa,b

(
sum − outdeg(b)

indeg(b) · outdeg(a)

)
−1, otherwise;

a /= b (3b)

Positive (negative) values in RD indicate that the valued tie from
i to j is rdi,j percent higher (lower) than expected from the point of
view of i, and positive (negative) values in CD indicate that the flow
to j from i is cdi,j percent higher (lower) than expected from j’s point
of view.4 Ranging from negative one and upwards, a value of zero
implies no deviation from what is expected.

Based on the deviations in RD and CD,  two binary matrices –
RB and CB – are created with values indicating prominent (1) and
non-prominent (0) valued relations. In its default (non-parametric)
form, the values in RB and CB used for subsequent comparisons with
ideal block types correspond to positive and negative deviations in,
respectively, RD and CD:{

1, if rda,b > 0;
in  X, it is indeed possible that the largest tie value actually could have corresponding
negative values in RD and CD,  just as a very small (non-zero) valued relation could
be substantially larger than what could be expected based on corresponding in- and
outdegrees, resulting in very large deviations in RD and CD. Occurrences of both
these phenomena are demonstrated in the example on EU/EFTA trade below.
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ba,b =
{

1, if cda,b > 0;

0, if cda,b ≤ 0;
(4b)

As in generalized blockmodeling, the number of discrepan-
ies between ideal and observed blocks constitute a penalty score
or each block. However, whereas penalty scores in conventional
lockmodeling are calculated on the basis of a singular socioma-
rix, the simultaneous analysis of RB and CB implies modifications
o how such penalties are calculated – see the p formulas in Table 2.
ow-regular blocks are identified by examining RB,  column-regular
locks are determined by examining CB,  and their combined occur-
ences in corresponding blocks indicate a regular block. Two types
f penalties for regular blocks (including derivatives) are provided
ere: the heavy-penalty types (regg, rreg, creg, rfng, cfng) recom-
ended for generalized blockmodeling (see Doreian et al., 2005, p.

25), where the number of null rows and columns are multiplied
y, respectively, the number of columns and rows in the block, and
he light-penalty types (regr, rrer, crer, rfnr, cfnr) that exclude such
lock penalty weighting (Doreian et al., 2005, p. 187; Nordlund,
007, p. 62). As complete and null blocks are determined by simul-
aneously inspecting both RB and CB,  it is suggested to separate
hese two structural block types into strong and weak varieties, dif-
ering by the criteria for identifying such blocks. Strong null blocks
complete blocks) are identified by occurrences of 0-cells (1-cells)
n the corresponding blocks in both RB and CB,  whereas weak null
locks (complete blocks) are identified by occurrences of 0-cells
1-cells) in either RB or CB.5 The penalty table also includes light-
enalty weak and strong null blocks (nulwr, nulsr), reflecting the
ull block penalty recommended for regular equivalence block-
odeling (Doreian et al., 2005, p. 187). Aggregating the penalty

cores for all blocks results in an overall goodness-of-fit measure
hat either describes a given partition or that can be used as a fitting
unction for finding an optimal partition.

. The optional deviational threshold: measuring
nterpretational uncertainty

An optional (one-sided) percentual threshold parameter can be
pplied, where only those values in RD and CD equal to or above
his threshold are coded as ties in RB and CB,  and values whose
D and CD values below the deviation threshold are coded as zero
see Formulas (5a) and (5b)). A two-sided alternative only identi-
es non-prominent ties as deviations below the negative threshold
alue (see Formulas (6a) and (b)). For instance, with a two-sided 5%
eviation threshold, deviations above 0.05 and below −0.05 are,
espectively, deemed prominent (1) and non-prominent (0). For
bserved deviations within this range, ties are neither prominent
or non-prominent, but instead non-determined.

ba,b =
{

1, if rda,b ≥ cutoff;

0, if rda,b < cutoff;
, (5a)

ba,b =
{

1, if cda,b ≥ cutoff;

0, if cda,b < cutoff;
(5b)

ba,b =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if rda,b ≥ cutoff;

0, if rda,b ≤ −cutoff;

undefined, otherwise;

, (6a)
5 When only fitting (weak and strong) complete and null blocks in a blockmodel, a
ranslation table allows for converting the RD and CD matrices directly into a single
inary matrix – see Table 3.
s 44 (2016) 160–178

cba,b =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1, if cda,b ≥ cutoff;

0, if cda,b ≤ −cutoff;

undefined, otherwise;

(6b)

With the content of RB and CB depending on whether the default
or parametric conversion is used, possibly resulting in different
optimal blockmodel configurations in the direct blockmodeling
approach, the non-parametric identification of prominent and non-
prominent ties (Formulas (4a) and (4b)) is suggested in the general
case. However, there might be both theoretical and substantial
reasons for applying a one- or two-sided deviation threshold to
identify prominent and non-prominent ties. Although no general
guidelines can be given whether, and at what value, to apply a one-
or two-sided deviational threshold, a particular research question
or theory could for example dictate that non-prominent ties must
deviate to a certain percentage below what is expected. Also, if
the dataset is suspected of containing a certain amount of mea-
surement errors, the researcher could choose a suitable two-sided
deviation threshold to reduce occurrences of would-be “white
noise”.

The recommended usage of deviational thresholds is however
not as an inbound parameter but rather as a measure of interpre-
tational uncertainty. Whereas the penalty scores for the various
ideal blocks are unaffected by would-be non-determined ties (see
Table 2), occurrences of such ties could however lead to interpre-
tational uncertainties. For instance, if an empirical block in RB is
row-regular with the exception of a single row lacking prominent
ties, instead having one, many, or only non-determined cells, we
do not know for certain that this is an ideal row-regular block. For
each block, a measure of interpretational uncertainty is proposed
that reflects how certain we are when we  state that a particular
empirical valued block conforms to a particular ideal block to a cer-
tain degree. The interpretational uncertainty indices for each ideal
block type are given by the u formulas in Table 2.

By aggregating the block-wise uncertainty indices for all blocks
in a blockmodel, we arrive at a measure of interpretational
uncertainty for blockmodels where non-determined cells are a pos-
sibility. Although these uncertainty scores can be interpreted as is,
it is instead proposed to combine such with the deviation threshold.
As an increase in the two-sided deviation threshold monotonically
increases occurrences of non-determined ties and, by extension,
the interpretational uncertainty of blocks and the blockmodel as a
whole, we can determine the maximum deviation threshold that
keeps the uncertainty at a zero (or near-zero) value for a given
blockmodel. For instance, if a deviation threshold larger than m
results in a non-zero uncertainty value, we  could state that the
actual blockmodel interpretation, with its particular penalty score,
is certain up to the deviation threshold of m. Doing so, the two-sided
deviation threshold switches from being an inbound parameter to
instead being an indicator of interpretational certainty.

5. An indirect measure of deviational structural
equivalence

A well-established indirect measure of structural equivalence
of valued networks is the correlation coefficients of row and col-
umn  vectors for each pair of actors in the sociomatrix. Whereas
this conventional approach calculates such coefficients using the
original dataset, the herein suggested approach instead uses devi-
ations from expected values as input. For each pair of actors, the

correlation between their respective row vectors in RD and column
vectors in CD is proposed as a measure of deviational structural
equivalence. As these are calculated using data from two  matrices,
a modified formula for Pearson cross-product correlation (ignoring
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Table  2
Penalty and uncertainty scores for different types of ideal blocks (Iverson square brackets, i.e. true → 1, false → 0; AND, OR: Boolean operators; PA: set of actors in position A;
card(PA): number of actors in position A; ? = non-determined; a /= b in all functions).

Block type Notation Penalty (p) and uncertainty (u) functions

Complete (strong) coms pcoms =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b = 0) OR (cba,b = 0)])

ucoms =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b =?) OR (cba,b =?)])

Complete (weak) comw pcomw =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b = 0) AND (cba,b = 0)])

ucomw =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b =? AND cba,b = 0) OR (rba,b = 0 AND cba,b =?)])

Null  (strong) nuls/nulsr pnuls =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b = 1) OR (cba,b = 1)])

pnulsr =
∑
a∈PR

([∑
b∈PC

(rba,b + cba,b) > 0

])
+
∑
b∈PC

([∑
b∈PR

(rba,b + cba,b) > 0

])

unuls =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b =?) OR (cba,b =?)])

Null (weak) nulw/nulwr pnulw =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b = 1) AND (cba,b = 1)])

pnulwr =
∑
a∈PR

([∑
b∈PC

(rba,b · cba,b) > 0

])
+
∑
b∈PC

([∑
a∈PR

(rba,b · cba,b) > 0

])

unulw =
∑
a∈PR

∑
b∈PC

([(rba,b =? AND cba,b = 1) OR (rba,b = 1 AND cba,b =?)])

Row-regular rrer/rreg prrer =
∑
a∈PR

([(∑
b∈PC

rba,b

)
= 0

])
; prreg = prrer × card(PC )

urre =
∑
a∈PR

([((∑
b∈PC

rba,b

)
= 0

)
AND

((∑
b∈PC

[rba,b =?]

)
> 0

)])

Column-regular crer/creg pcrer =
∑
a∈PC

([(∑
b∈PR

cba,b

)
= 0

])
; pcreg = pcrer × card(PR)

ucre =
∑
b∈PC

([((∑
a∈PR

cba,b

)
= 0

)
AND

((∑
a∈PR

[cba,b =?]

)
> 0

)])
Regular regr/regg pregr = prrer + pcrer ; pregg = prreg + pcreg

ureg = urre + ucre

Row-functional rfnr/rfng prfnr =
∑
a∈PR

([(∑
b∈PC

rba,b

)
/= 1

])
; prfng = prfnr × card(PC )

urfn =
∑
a∈PR

([((∑
b∈PC

rba,b

)
/= 1

)
AND

((∑
b∈PC

[rba,b =?]

)
> 0

)])

Column-functional cfnr/cfng pcfnr =
∑
a∈PC

([(∑
b∈PR

cba,b

)
/= 1

])
; pcfng = pcfnr × card(PR)

∑
PC

([((∑ ) ) ((∑ ) )])

d
d

�

�

ucfn =
b∈

iagonal elements), with support functions for means and standard
eviations, are given below.

a =
∑

i /=  a,i /=  b(rda,i + cdi,a)

2 · (N − 2)
(7)
a =

√∑
i /=  a,i /=  b((rda,i − �a)2 + (cdi,a − �a)2)

2 · (N − 2)
(8)
a∈PR

cba,b /= 1 AND

a∈PR

[cba,b =?] > 0

devSEa,b =
1/(2 · (N − 2)) ·

∑
i /= a,i /=  b

(rda,i · rdb,i + cdi,a · cdi,b) − (�a · �b)

�a · �b
(9)

Similar to the conventional correlation measure of structural
equivalence, suitable partitions can be obtained through cluster
analysis of the devSE matrix. The resulting blockmodel can then

be interpreted using RD and CD matrices as guidance. This indirect
approach differs from the direct approach by using the full range of
values in RD and CD:  rather than determining the optimal partition
on the basis of the binary patterns in RB and CB,  the categorization
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Table 3
1/0-cell translation table for (weak and strong) null and complete blocks.

rd<-cutoff -cutoff<=rd<= cutoff rd >cutoff

cd<-cutoff 0 nulw:  0
nuls: non-determined Contr adict ory

-cutoff<=cd<=cutoff nulw: 0
nuls:  non-dete rmined Non-determined comw:  1

coms:  non-dete rmined
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(heavy-penalty) regular blocks were fitted to a 3-positional (non-
parametric) deviational blockmodel, resulting in the two rather
different solutions (penalty = 5) in Fig. 3a and b.10
cd>cutoff Contradictory

f prominent and non-prominent ties, possibly using a one- or
wo-sided deviation threshold, is done a posteriori in the indirect
pproach.

Examining RB and CB,  possibly created with a deviation
hreshold (that possibly yields non-determined ties), structural
lockmodels based on the indirect formula above are easier to inter-
ret than what is the case when only having access to the raw
alued data. As these blockmodels only contains the complete and
ull blocks, the translation table (Table 3) allows for converting
either using the weak or strong criteria for these blocks) the devi-
tional values in RD and CD directly into a combined binary matrix
ith possible contradictory and non-determined ties.6

In what follows, the direct and indirect deviational approaches
ill be demonstrated using three datasets – the note-sharing
ataset (Žiberna, 2007a; Hlebec, 1996), the social work journal
itation dataset (Baker, 1992; see also Borgatti and Everett, 1999;
oreian et al., 2005, p. 265), and a dataset on total commodity trade
etween EU and EFTA countries for 2010 – comparing results with
hose obtained from more conventional approaches. In the note-
haring example, the direct (non-parametric) deviational approach
nds an almost identical partition to Žiberna’s “best fit” solution

or the optimal blockimage that he finds, in addition also providing
 measure of interpretational certainty. Without pre-specifying a
articular blockimage, the direct approach finds different optimal
lockimages and partitions than that found by Žiberna, solutions
hat also depend on whether the light or heavy penalty for regular
locks is used. For the journal citation data, the direct deviational
lockmodeling approach confirms the core–periphery structure as

dentified in previous studies, although with a partition that differs
lightly from the previous studies. Applying the indirect measure of
eviational structural equivalence to the citation data yields clus-
ers of journals that, seemingly, better reflect the various themes
nd focus areas of the journals than those obtained in Baker’s orig-
nal study. The final example on EU/EFTA commodity trade also
nderlines the fundamental difference between the deviational and
onventional indirect blockmodeling approaches. Whereas a con-
entional indirect structural blockmodel of this data resemblances

 traditional core–periphery block image, the deviational indirect
pproach yields a typical cohesive subgroup block image, indicat-
ng strong regional tendencies between countries in the European
conomy.

. Applications/examples

.1. Example dataset 1: note-sharing among students
Using data collected by Hlebec (1996) on the sharing of notes
mong 13 students, Žiberna (2007a) demonstrates his proposals
or blockmodeling of valued networks. Representing individual
stimates on how often each student has borrowed notes from

6 Whereas non-determined ties only appear at a non-zero deviation threshold,
ontradictory ties can (as the examples will demonstrate) indeed appear in the
efault (non-parametric) calculations.
comw:  1
s: non-determined 1

alters,7 the values of the directional ties ranges from 1 to 19.
With 71 (non-zero) ties (with mean and median at 5.9 and 3,
respectively), the topological (non-zero) density is 0.41. The val-
ued (one-mode8) blockmodeling approach suggested by Žiberna,
fitting null and sum-regular blocks with the m parameter set to 10
(Žiberna, 2007a, p. 119), results in the optimal 3-positional block-
model and blockimage as given in Fig. 1. Arguing f-regular blocks
using sum functions to be the most appropriate in this particular
context (2007a, p. 117), Žiberna also finds that ideal max-regular
blocks (with m set to 5) yield an identical blockmodel as well as a
similar one where student 13 is in the second group.

Applying the deviational heuristic to the note-sharing data,
pre-specifying the blockimage as suggested by Žiberna above (fit-
ting null and heavy-penalty regular (regg) blocks), an exhaustive
search for the optimal partition results in the blockmodel in Fig. 2.
Noticeably, the only difference to Žiberna’s findings is with regards
to student 13, here placed in the second position. The aggregate
penalty score for this optimal blockmodel is 9: finding five simul-
taneously occurring null block9 discrepancies in RB and CB,  an
additional penalty of 4 is incurred by the empty column In block
B(3,3).

Approximately a third of all (non-zero) ties, with values ranging
from 1 to 8 (mean and standard deviation of 2.7 and 2.1, respec-
tively), are categorized as non-prominent, where the values of the
remaining prominent ties cover the whole range of values (with a
mean and standard deviation of 7.7 and 5.7, respectively). RB and
CB are here identical, with one exception: the measure of notes stu-
dent 10 borrows from student 4 (rd10,4 and cd10,4 are, respectively,
+1.9 and −2.6%). Despite the non-determined state of this particular
flow, the conditions for column-regularity of block B(2,3) are how-
ever satisfied by the positive deviation, i.e. identified prominence,
of cd5,4. The cd5,4 value constitutes the lowest absolute deviation
in RD and CD:  although corresponding to a valued tie of 16, the
value of cd5,4 is only +0.012. As the significance of this particular
flow is crucial for the column-regularity of block B(2,3), a would-be
two-sided deviation threshold above this value would thus add an
uncertainty in the interpretation of this block. We  can thus state
that the certainty of this particular blockmodel interpretation is
valid up to a two-sided deviational threshold of 0.012

Without a pre-specified blockimage, instead searching for the
particular block image and partition that yields the lowest penalty
score, the direct deviational approach yields different solutions
than those above. Following Žiberna (2007a, p. 119), null and
7 Rows correspond to note-borrowers and columns to note-lenders, i.e. the actual
notes and the information they contain goes from columns to rows.

8 As pointed out by a reviewer of a previous version of this manuscript, it is pos-
sible that a two-mode blockmodeling approach (e.g. Doreian et al., 2005, p. 247ff)
might be preferable than the one-mode approaches in Žiberna (2007a,b).

9 As these null block discrepancies appear in both RB and CB,  the penalties would
be  the same for both strong (nuls) and weak (nulw) null blocks (see Table 2).

10 At the 4-positional partition, a single optimal solution was found (penalty = 7)
that differs from the two 3-positional solutions in Fig. 3a and b.
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Fig. 1. “Best-fit” regular blockmodel and blockimage of note-sharing data
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ig. 2. Optimal regular blockmodel of note-sharing data using direct deviational
pproach (default (non-parametric) approach; pre-specified block image; shaded
ells and bold/underline indicate ties in, respectively, RB and CB).

It is noteworthy that all of the penalties in the “free-search”
olutions (Fig. 3a and b) stem from imperfect null blocks, pos-
ibly indicating that the generalized (heavy) penalty for regular
locks (regg) might be a bit too harsh in this context. Replacing11

he penalty function for regular and null blocks with their lighter
arieties (i.e. regr and nulwr;  see Table 2), the optimal 3- and
-positional solutions (with penalties at, respectively, 4 and 7;

nterpretational certainty values of 0.012) are more similar to each

ther as well as the solution found by Žiberna – see Fig. 3c–f.
hereas the almost identical 4-positional light-penalty solutions
ap  with one of the 3-positional partitions (Fig. 3d), I deem12 all

11 As Ziberna only fits null and f-regular blocks to the note-sharing data in his
xample, i.e. as done in reqular equivalence blockmodeling, it makes sense to use
heir light-penalty functions (Doreian et al., 2005, p. 187) instead of those recom-

ended for generalized blockmodeling.
12 As in non-deviational blockmodeling approaches, direct as well as indirect, the
hoice of the number of positions/clusters (k) should not only depend on minimizing

 criteria function but also rest on theoretical considerations and substantive infor-
ation of the particular dataset (e.g. Doreian et al., 2005, p. 194, 232). Examining the

artition lattice for various values of k, it can be noted that the second 3-positional
olution (Fig. 3d) is connected to both the 2- and 4-positional solutions, as such indi-
ating a higher degree of consistency for this particular 3-positional solution across
 using Žiberna’s valued network approach (Žiberna, 2007a, p. 120).

four solutions (with corresponding block images; see Fig. 4) to be
adequate solutions at, respective, the 3- and 4-positional partitions.

Despite the similarities between the optimal partitions and
block images found when applying deviational blockmodeling
(with light-penalty regular blocks) and the approach suggested by
Žiberna on the note-sharing dataset, the two approaches capture
different notions of what is meant by prominent ties in valued
networks. There is thus no objective “best fit” blockmodel other
than the one obtained using the approach that best represents what
we intend to capture.

However, rather than providing a suitable function for the set of
modified ideal block types and a threshold parameter, both reflect-
ing particularities of the analyzed dataset, the deviational approach
instead yields a measure of interpretational certainty of the result-
ing blockmodel. In addition, the provided categorization of ties
into prominent and non-prominent, possibly also non-determined,
allows for a direct (Boolean) comparison between the valued reg-
ular blocks of note-sharing patterns with the standard set of ideal
blocks used in generalized blockmodeling.

6.2. Example dataset 2: Baker’s social work journal citation

In his study of social work journals, Baker (1992) analyzes cita-
tion data between a set of 20 journals in 1985–1986. Whereas
Baker determines journal prominence on the basis of a hierarchi-
cal clustering analysis, the valued directional data has also been
used to exemplify the core–periphery methods of Borgatti and
Everett (1999) as well as the 2-mode generalized blockmodeling
approach of Doreian et al. (2005, p. 267ff). Whereas Borgatti and
Everett (1999) symmetrized the original data and Doreian et al.
excluded two of the journals, the analyses that follow use the origi-
nal directional and valued 20-actor dataset as found in Baker (1992,
p. 159).

Discarding all intra-journal citations, the 87 directional relations
correspond to a topological density of 0.23. Relational values range
from 2 to 124, with a median, mean and standard deviation at,
respectively, 13, 20.9, and 21.8. The journal citation dataset is given
in Table 4, sorted according to decreasing valued gross degree of

journals.

Having calculated RD and CD for the citation data in Table 4,
RB and CB are created using the default (non-parametric) formulas
in (4a) and (4b). Of the 87 valued ties, 60 (69%) and 22 (25%) are

different values of k, though both solutions are equally “correct” in a quantitative
sense.
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Fig. 3. (a–f) Optimal deviational blockmodels and partitions (k = 3, 4) for note-sharing data (light- vs heavy-penalty blocks).
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non-diagonal ties are ignored (Borgatti and Everett, 1999, p. 383) –
see Fig. 5. Using this model, the binary symmetrized14 data reveals
ig. 4. Optimal block images (nulwr and regr ideal blocks; k = 3, 4) for direct deviati
ig. 3c–f).

eemed, respectively, prominent and non-prominent in both RB
nd CB.  The remaining 5 ties are contradictory, i.e. where the cor-
esponding values in RD and CD have different signs. The combined
et of prominent ties in RB and CB ranges from 2 to 124 (mean at
2.0), and the ties classified as non-prominent in RB and CB range
rom 5 to 58 (mean at 17.8).

Both Baker (1992) and Borgatti and Everett (1999) find a distinct
ore–periphery structure in the journal citation data, although with
ifferent methods and ways of data handling. To control for journal
ize, Baker treats the data with repeated row and column marginal-
ormalization until convergence (1992, pp. 158, 166), subse-
uently applying agglomerative hierarchical clustering (aggregate
uclidean distances) to identify clusters of journals. The identified
ore cluster consists of 5 journals (SW, SCW, SSR, SWRA, JSWE),

ith five additional clusters (where three are deemed as roughly

ollowing journal themes). In Borgatti and Everett (1999), where
he dataset13 is symmetrized prior to analysis, both its valued and

13 A couple of discrepancies can be noted between the symmetrized valued data
n  Borgatti and Everett (1999, p. 386) and the data found in Baker (1992, p. 159):
he  symmetrized SWRA-ASW relation should be 7 (not 20), the tie from ASW to
Fig. 5. Ideal core–periphery blockimage (ignoring off-diagonal blocks) as suggested
by  Borgatti and Everett (1999, p. 383).

dichotomized form is used to test different core–periphery mod-
els. Modeling intra-core and intra-peripheral ties as, respectively,
a complete and a null block, they suggest a fitting function where
a 7-journal core (CW, CYSR, JSWE, SSR, SCW, SWRA and SW;  fit:

JSWE should be 18 (not 8), and the SW to BJSW should be 19 (not 9), resulting in
a  miniscule difference in the optimal fitting value. The resulting partitions when
using the symmetrized version of the original Baker data are however identical to
those reported by Borgatti and Everett (1999).

14 With non-symmetrized binary data, CYSR is placed in the periphery (Borgatti
and  Everett, 1999, p. 385).
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Table 4
Baker citation data (valued; directional), excluding diagonal values, sorted by decreasing gross degree (indegree plus outdegree).

Source: Baker (1992, p. 159).

Table 5
Core–periphery partitions of Baker citation data, various approaches.
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.86) whereas the valued symmetrized data results in a smaller core
onsisting of SSR, SW,  and SCW (fit: 0.81–0.82; see footnote 14).

Fitting the Baker citation data in Table 4 to the ideal
ore–periphery model given in Fig. 5, different methods give dif-
erent results15 – see Table 5. The Borgatti/Everett core–periphery
euristic finds a 4-journal core consisting of SW,  SCW, SSR and
W.16 With Žiberna’s valued blockmodeling approach, testing with
oth mean- and max-functions combined with median and double-
edian m parameter values, a 5-journal core consisting of the

ournals found with the Borgatti/Everett heuristic plus JSWE is
dentified. When applying binary blockmodeling, i.e. where tie val-
es are ignored, SWRA joins the five actors identified as core by

ˇiberna’s approach. It is noteworthy that the set of core journals
dentified by respective approach are consistently those with the
argest gross degree and most in- and outbound ties.

As evident in Table 5, the results obtained from the deviational
pproach differ from those obtained using the more conventional
pproaches. Whereas the conventional approaches consistently
ategorize SSR as core, the deviational approach deems this jour-
al to be peripheral. ASW, however, consistently categorized as

eripheral in the conventional approaches, is deemed to be core

n the deviational approach. It can be noted that the strong com-
lete block criteria yields two equally optimal partitions, differing

15 The Borgatti/Everett core–periphery results were obtained using the implemen-
ation in Ucinet (version 6.509), the Ziberna valued blockmodeling results were
btained using his R package “blockmodeling”, and the binary blockmodeling results
ere obtained using Pajek64 (version 4.01a).

16 This solution is obtained whether using correlation, Hamming or density as the
tting function. Observe that this partition was  obtained using directional data, i.e.
ontrary to the analysis done in Borgatti and Everett (1999).
by the placement of JSWE. For the weak criteria, the singular opti-
mal  solution places JSWE in the core, as shown in the blockmodel
in Fig. 6.

How certain and “stable” is the resulting blockmodel in
Fig. 6? Applying a two-sided deviational threshold, increasing
it from its default value of zero, a threshold value passing
0.028 results in the CW-to-JSWE going from prominent to
non-determined (cdCW,JSWE = .028; rdCW,JSWE = −.011). Yielding an
uncertainty penalty, the non-determined prominence of this tie
results in two  new optimal solutions: one with the same partition
as before, but also a partition consisting of SW,  SCW, SSR, CW and
JSWE. Thus, the blockmodel in Fig. 6 is certain up to the two-sided
deviational threshold of 0.028.

With non-diagonal blocks being ignored when fitting the block-
model in Fig. 6, it can be noted that block B(C,P) is row-regular
and that the B(P,C) block is column-regular. When fitting the
network to the blockimage where these non-diagonal blocks are
specified, we arrive at the same optimal solution as given in
Fig. 5. The row-regular B(C,P) block thus implies that all core
journals have prominent citations to at least one peripheral jour-
nal, although not all peripheral journals are prominently cited by
core journals. All core journals are however prominently cited by

peripheral journals, and almost all peripheral journals (with JSP
being the exception) have prominent citations to core journals.
Thus, apart from confirming17 the existence of a core–periphery

17 In addition to optimizing the network according to these 2-positional block
images, free-searching at k = 3, 4, 5 were also tested. All of these either yielded trivial
results or resulted in blockmodels with higher penalty scores. Supported by previ-
ous studies, I conclude that Baker’s journal citation data indeed is best seen as a
core–periphery structure.
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Fig. 6. Optimal core–periphery blockmodel of Baker citation data using direct deviational approach (default (non-parametric) approach; comw, nulw/nuls; pre-specified
blockimage; shaded cells and bold/underline indicate ties in, respectively, RB and CB).
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Fig. 7. Baker citation data: hierarchical clustering (weighted-ave

tructure as identified by both Baker (1992) and Borgatti and
verett (1999), the deviational approach also identifies patterns
f prominent citations between core and peripheral journals, pat-
erns that reflect ideal block types that, I argue, are reasonable to
xpect in the case of citation patterns of journals within a particular
iscipline.

.3. Baker citations: indirect measure of deviational structural
quivalence

Using the Baker citation data, this section compares the indi-
ect measure of deviational structural equivalence with the more
onventional indirect approaches to structural equivalence. For the
atter, the indirect measures of structural equivalence are calcu-
ated using both the Euclidean distance measures and the Pearson
ross-product correlation on the rows and columns in the raw
itation data (Table 4). For the measures of deviational structural

quivalence, formulas (7)–(9) are applied to the RD and CD matri-
es obtained from the Baker citation data. Subsets of structurally
quivalent actors were identified through (weighted-average18)

18 Weighted-average clustering was chosen as it produced the least number of
ingleton positions in the three varieties. For consistency, this clustering approach
as  also used in the example on EU/EFTA trade.
 of Euclidean, correlational, and deviational similarity measures.

hierarchical clustering on the equivalence matrices for respec-
tive method – see Fig. 7. For comparative reasons, partitions were
chosen at the 5- and 8-positional levels for respective approach,
partitions given in Fig. 8.

Whereas the Euclidean measure of structural equivalence cap-
tures similarities based on tie strengths, the correlation measure is
less sensitive to variations in mean and variance of tie values and is
thus typically regarded as a better measure of pattern similarities
(e.g. Wasserman and Faust, 1994, p. 374). This is evident in the den-
drograms and partitions above: with the exception of CYSR at the
5-positional level, the gross degree span of journals in the Euclidean
partitions does not overlap, whereas there is noticeable overlap in
the gross degree spans of positional actors in the Correlation and
Deviation partitions. For both the Euclidean and Correlation parti-
tions, singleton positions dominate in both the 5- and 8-positional
partition, where the journal with the most in- and outbound cita-
tions – Social Work – constitute a singleton position. This differs
from the Deviational partition where SW is deemed equivalent to
JSWE up until the 9-positional partition. In the Deviation partition,
Social Casework (SCW) is identified as a singleton position at the
top of the dendrogram, whereas this journal is part of the largest

position in the Correlation partition.

In Baker’s 1992 study, five journal positions were identified
roughly following journal themes, and an additional residual posi-
tion was  found consisting of the three journals with the smallest
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ig. 8. Obtained partitions for Baker citation data using Euclidean, correlation and
eviational approaches (journal gross degrees in brackets).

ross degrees: JSP, IJSW, and AMH. Apart from a core position
onsisting of 5 of the 6 journals with the largest gross degree, Baker
nds 3 thematic positions consisting of, respectively, administra-
ive (ASW, PW), child welfare (CYSR, CW,  CAN), and method and
ractice (SWHC, SWG) journals, as well as a mixed position (CSWJ,

GSW, FR, CCQ, BJSW), covering gerontology, child care and family
elations.

Whereas journal themes are poorly reflected in the Euclidean

artition, the Correlation partition performs better at capturing
uch intuitive subsets. At the 5-positional level, we  find 4 journals
oncerned with child welfare (CW, CAN, CYSR, CCQ), and at the 8-
ositional level we find two clinical-oriented journals – CSWJ and

Fig. 9. Deviational structural blockmodel of 
s 44 (2016) 160–178 171

JGSW – forming a position together with FR. However, examin-
ing the Deviational partition at the 5- and 8-positional level, the
herein suggested indirect metric seems to perform even better.
Similar to the child welfare position in the Correlation partition, the
same journals form a thematic cluster together with PW already
at the 5-positional level. Similarly, at the 8-positional partition,
the clinical-oriented position identified in the Correlation parti-
tion is equally found in the Deviational partition, this time however
complemented by Social Work in Health Care (SWHC). Contrary to
both Baker’s findings and the Euclidean and Correlation partitions,
the deviational approach puts two generic social work journals
– SW and JSWE – in their own  position, whereas the casework-
oriented journal is found in its own  singleton position. A somewhat
surprising finding is that the two  least connected (and perfectly
structurally equivalent) journals AMH  and IJSW form a position
together with the well-connected and high-degree journal SSR.

To construct the deviational blockmodel, we use a two-sided
deviational threshold to identify prominent (1) and non-prominent
(0) ties. The deviational values in RD and CD are translated into four
different states using a weak 1/0-cell criteria (see Table 3). Begin-
ning at the default deviational threshold at zero where there are no
non-determined ties, 5 cells are contradictory. Increasing the two-
sided deviational threshold, the contradictory ties decrease as the
number of non-determined ties increase, with some minor changes
occurring regarding the number of determined ties. As the two-
sided deviational threshold reaches 0.103, the final contradictory
tie disappear, resulting in a total of 60 1-cells, 21 0-cells, and 6
non-determined ties.

Using this two-sided deviational threshold of 0.103, the block-
model for the 5- and 8-positional Deviational partition is given in
Fig. 9. In this figure, prominent and non-determined ties are shaded
in, respectively, dark and light gray, and the 8-positional partition
is indicated by dashed lines.

The density blockimage for a deviational structural blockmodel
is determined in the conventional way, i.e. by dividing the number
of 1-cells in a block with its total number of cells. For each block,
the share of non-determined cells are also calculated, a block-wise

uncertainty measure that can either be represented separately or
by stating the density of a block as a value range.

Comparing the obtained density blockimages from the parti-
tions obtained from the deviational and correlation-based indirect

Baker citation data, indirect approach.
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ig. 10. Density blockmodels (percentages) for Baker data, correlational and deviat
ero).

easures of structural equivalence (Fig. 8), the density blockim-
ges for respective approach at the 5- and 8-positional partitions
re given in Fig. 10. Density ranges are stated for those blocks in
he deviational density blockimages that contain non-determined
ells. The correlation-based density blockimages were calculated
rom corresponding blockmodels where the raw valued data was
ichotomized at a cutoff of 8, resulting in 64 prominent ties, this
eing closest19 to the 60 prominent (and 6 non-determined) ties in
he deviational structural blockmodel in Fig. 9.

The indirect deviational approach seemingly outperforms the
onventional approaches with regards to capturing journal-
hematic clusters. By applying an incremental (post-partition)
wo-sided deviation threshold, the threshold value that eliminates
ll contradictory ties from the blockmodel is used as a measure of its
nterpretational certainty. Translating the deviational values in RD
nd CD into prominent, non-prominent and non-determined ties,
ere using a weak 1/0-cell criterion, the resulting blockimage can
e readily interpreted in terms of block-wise densities of promi-
ent ties. In this case, the resulting density blockimage reflects a
etwork structure that, similar to what is the case for the original
ataset, is connected, something which only a cutoff at 7 or less
ould yield for the conventional correlational approach.

.4. Example dataset 3: EU/EFTA commodity trade flow example

The final example dataset consists of total bilateral commod-
ty trade value as of 2010 (UNCTAD, n.d.), measured in million
SD, between 30 countries within EU and EFTA. Croatia, joining

he EU in 2013, and Liechtenstein, whose trade data is part of that
f Switzerland, are excluded. With total traded values at 3.4 trillion
SD, the mean and median flows are 3.9 billion and 482 million,

espectively. The largest tie value (103 bn USD) is the trade from

ermany to France, and although Iceland and Cyprus do trade with
ach other, the low value of their two bilateral flows results in the
nly statistical zeros in the dataset.20

19 As pointed out by a reviewer, it is somewhat problematic to choose a cutoff that
esults in a given number of prominent ties. However, as the aim here is to com-
are and highlight the differences between how the deviational and conventional

ndirect correlation determine prominent ties, I argue that it makes sense to keep
he  densities of respective blockmodel as similar as possible in this case. The same
pproach is used in the subsequent example on EU/EFTA trade.
20 All example datasets available in the Appendix and as part of the demonstra-
ional software client.
pproaches, 5- and 8-positional partitions (empty blocks correspond to densities of

With the default (non-parametric) interpretation of promi-
nence, 14 contradictory ties are found in RD and CD. Applying a
two-sided deviation threshold, contradictory ties disappear at a
deviational cutoff at 0.083, where the combined tally of tie cate-
gorizations in both RB and CB is 416 (24%) prominent, 1236 (71%)
non-prominent, and 88 (5%) non-determined ties. With a strong
1/0-cell criteria (see Table 3), i.e. where a tie is deemed promi-
nent (non-prominent) if corresponding values in RD and CD are both
above (below) the (negative) deviation threshold, we arrive at 200
prominent ties. When determining the prominence of ties using an
absolute cutoff in the original valued matrix, the same number of
prominent ties – 200 – appears at a cutoff of 2848 million USD.

Building on the traditional gravity model in economic geog-
raphy, we begin with the hypothesis that countries tend to form
clusters of more intense trade on the basis of their spatial proxim-
ity. Roughly following De Blij and Muller (2004), we pre-partition
the actors into five regions: West, Mediterranean, East, North, and
the Baltics. Sorting actors in each position by decreasing gross trade,
the blockmodel in Fig. 11a depicts the 200 prominent ties as deter-
mined by an absolute-value dichotomization at 2848 million USD.
With 50 of these prominent ties are intra-West and an additional
108 ties connect Western and non-Western countries, the Baltic
countries, Cyprus, Malta and Iceland are depicted as complete iso-
lates due to lacking any bilateral trade flows above the stipulated
2848 million USD threshold.

Using the same partition as above but instead catego-
rizing ties in terms of deviations from expected, Fig. 11b
highlights the 200 prominent ties as determined by the
two-sided deviational threshold of 0.083. Compared to
the intra-Western cohesiveness in Fig. 11, the intra-West
block resemblances more a regular block in the deviational
approach. Other intra-positional densities increase down the
diagonal, with the Baltic (1.0) and the North (.90), possibly also the
East (.79), being better candidates for diagonal complete blocks.

Whereas most prominent ties in Fig. 11b seem intuitive from
the theory of trade regionalism, the tie from Cyprus to Latvia is
an interesting case study. Although the 22 million USD of trade
from Cyprus to Latvia is less than 1% of the stipulated dichotomiza-
tion threshold in Fig. 11a, its deviational values of +3.0 in both RD
and CD clearly categorize this flow as prominent for both these
countries. Equally significant is the very special economic rela-

tionship between these two  countries. With the flight of capital
from Cyprus in the last decade (Sprüds, 2012), further accelerated
by the 2013 bailout of Cypriot banks (Eglitis, 2013), the relatively
weak regulations of Latvian banks have made the latter a significant
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ig. 11. (a and b) EU/EFTA trade: pre-specified regional partition; (a) dichotomiz
ld  = 0.083; strong 1/0-cell criteria; non-determined as dashes).

ecipient of Russian money leaving Cyprus (Eglitis, 2013). Facilitat-
ng this, with ministerial negotiations beginning in 2006 (Consulco,
011), a bilateral double-tax agreement between the two countries
as approved by the Latvian government in 2014. It thus seems

ikely that the observed deviational significance of this particu-
ar bilateral trade flow in commodities indeed reflects this unique
conomic relationship between Cyprus and Latvia and an ongoing
ransfer of funds from the latter to the former (see also Brovkin,
001).

Contrasting the identified prominence of the Cyprus–Latvia
rade link, it is noteworthy that the largest absolute trade flow,
rom Germany to France, is not deemed as prominent in the devia-
ional blockmodel above. Although prominent in an absolute sense,

his trade flow evidently does not constitute an anomaly at the
hosen deviation threshold with respect to total German exports
rdDEU,FRA = 0.005 < 0.083), only with respect to total French imports
cdDEU,FRA = 0.129 > 0.083).

ig. 12. Hierarchical clustering (weighted-average) dendrograms of conventional (Pearso
ued data (cutoff = 2848 million USD; (b) deviational approach (two-sided thresh-

Compared to approaches where tie prominence is determined
using a network-wide dichotomizing cutoff value, the proposed
deviational heuristic lends more support to regional theories of
trade. In what follows, the indirect measure of deviational struc-
tural equivalence lends additional support for regionalism in
intra-European commodity trade.

6.5. Indirect approach: deviational structural equivalence in
European trade patterns

This section analyzes the EU/EFTA trade data using both
the conventional and deviational indirect approaches to struc-
tural equivalence, comparing the partitions and blockmodels

obtained from respective approach. Beginning with the conven-
tional approach, this example only uses the Pearson cross-product
correlation of pair-wise rows and columns in the original val-
ued network, excluding all correlations involving the diagonal.

n correlations) and deviational structural equivalence of EU/EFTA 2010 trade data.
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Fig. 13. Conventional (indirect) structural blockmodel of EU/EFTA dataset: 8

pplying formulas (7)–(9) to calculate pair-wise correlations of
ows in RD and columns in CD,  a matrix of deviational similarities
or the EU/EFTA trade data is created. Applying weighted-average
ierarchical clustering on these two matrices of conventional and
eviational measures of structural equivalence results in the two
endrograms given in Fig. 12.

Choosing cutoffs that yield 8 positions in respective dendro-

ram, the conventional cluster analysis results in three singleton
ositions characterized by their small trade volumes – Ireland,
alta, and Estonia – whereas the deviational cluster analysis

esults in one singleton position characterized by its unique role

Fig. 14. Deviational (indirect) structural blockmodel of EU/EFTA dataset: 8-position
tional partition (tie values above 2848 million USD are deemed prominent).

in the European economic landscape: Switzerland. The conven-
tional approach yields one position containing half of the countries,
whereas the corresponding partition of the deviational dendrogram
results in positions that are more equal in size. Based on these two
partitions, applying the same parameters that identified 200 ties
as prominent for the pre-determined partition above, we arrive at
the conventional and deviational structural blockmodels in, respec-

tively, Figs. 13 and 14.

In the conventional correlation-based indirect approach
to structural blockmodeling of EU/EFTA trade, a very “forgiv-
ing” blockmodel interpretation would be that of the typical

al partition (two-sided deviational threshold = 0.083; strong 1/0-cell criteria).
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ig. 15. (a and b) Force-directed layout of, respectively, conventional correlation-b

core–periphery’ or ‘centralized’ image (Wasserman and Faust,
994, p. 423). Contrasting this, the deviational structural
lockmodel resemblances the typical ‘cohesive subgroups’

mage/template (Wasserman and Faust, 1994), i.e. with complete
locks in the diagonal, here being in support of the existence of
egional trade effects in the European economy. In addition to this,
he inter-positional ties classified as prominent in the deviational
pproach are either between neighboring countries, or can be
xplained, similar to the Cyprus–Latvia link, by the particularities
urrounding each such dyad.

Using a force-directed layout algorithm, indicating positional
embership by different colors, the graphs in Fig. 15 corresponds

o the conventional (a) and the deviational (b) blockmodels in
igs. 13 and 14. Noteworthy, the obtained layout of the deviational
tructural blockmodel broadly overlaps with the European geogra-
hy, an aspect that is not as evident in the conventional structural
lockmodel graph.

Although force-directed graphs are less than ideal for interpre-
ing blockmodels, Fig. 15b does hint at possible applications of the
uggested deviational approach to valued networks outside the
cope of role-analysis and blockmodeling. The deviational approach
er se – i.e. the calculation of RD and CD,  their subsequent (paramet-
ic or non-parametric) transformation to RB and CB,  and the (weak
r strong) interpretation of the binary RB and CB matrices into a
inary directional network, similar to the one in Fig. 15b – is indeed

ndependent of would-be applications in blockmodeling and role-
nalysis. As discussed below, this could potentially provide a bridge
etween valued networks and existing binary metrics, as such pro-
iding a new family of deviational micro-, meso- and macro-level
etrics for valued networks.

. Conclusion

Addressing the inherent dilemmas of valued blockmodeling and
he shortfalls of existing approaches for comparing ideal binary
locks with valued empirical data, this article has proposed a devia-

ional approach to valued blockmodeling. Rather than determining
mpirical block patterns and the prominence of valued ties on the
asis of absolute values, the proposed heuristic conceptualizes tie
rominence in terms of deviations from expected values, the latter
a) and deviational (b) blockmodels, node colors indicate positional membership.

determined from the distributions of valued in- and outdegrees. By
default non-parametric, the heuristic utilizes the full range and data
resolution of valued relational data, and is applicable for networks
irrespectively of their valued degree distributions. Operationaliz-
ing an alternative conceptualization of tie prominence in valued
networks, the proposed heuristic allows for direct blockmodeling
of valued networks, mapping the overlap between empirical blocks
and the standard set of ideal blocks on a per-tie basis.

This article also proposes an alternative indirect way to estab-
lish deviational structural blockmodels. By correlating the row and
column deviations from expected values for each pair of actors,
the resulting coefficients of deviational structural equivalence can,
similar to the conventional Pearson correlation measure, be ana-
lyzed to determine suitable partitions. The interpretation of the
resulting deviational structural blockmodel is facilitated by the
same heuristic used in the direct approach, allowing for a direct
comparison between empirical valued blocks and ideal (binary)
complete and null blocks.

Both the direct and indirect approach are tested on three
datasets: Hlebec’s note-sharing data, Baker’s journal citation data,
and commodity trade among European (EU/EFTA) countries as
of 2010. For the note-sharing dataset, an almost identical par-
tition is found when pre-specifying the “best-fit” block image
found by Žiberna. However, rather than introducing novel types
of ideal blocks and providing an arbitrarily set parameter value,
the deviational approach not only provides a goodness-of-fit mea-
sure but also yields a measure of interpretational certainty for each
hypothetical blockmodel. Without a pre-specified block image,
slightly different optimal partitions and block images are found,
also depending on the applied criteria function for regular blocks.

The Baker citation example confirms the core–periphery
structure identified in previous studies. However, rather than
consistently categorizing high gross-degree journals as core, the
deviational approach diverges somewhat from previously identi-
fied core–periphery partitions for this dataset. In addition, although
the direct blockmodeling fitting function ignore the patterns of

ties between core and periphery, the deviational approach allows
for identifying prominent ties across the blockmodel, finding cita-
tion patterns between core and periphery that follow the ideal
row- and column-regular blocks. Comparing the indirect measure
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f deviational structural equivalence with the more conventional
easures of, respectively, Euclidean distances and Pearson cross-

roduct correlations, the deviational approach seems better at
apturing thematic journal clusters. Applying a two-sided devia-
ion threshold where contradictory ties disappear, the resulting
rominent and non-prominent ties are used to construct the result-

ng density blockimage, where the densities of blocks containing
on-determined ties are stated in terms of value ranges.

With the example data on intra-European commodity trade of
010, the differences between the conventional and deviational

ndirect measures of structural equivalence, and the subsequent
nterpretations respective approach allows for, is emphasized fur-
her. Whereas the conventional indirect correlation-based measure
ints at something resembling a European core–periphery trade
tructure, the deviational approach lends strong support to intra-
uropean regionalism. In its categorization of European countries
nto structurally equivalent positions, it is evident that the devia-
ional approach performs better at capturing prominent bilateral
rade on the basis of total imports and exports of pairs of countries
han what is the case for the conventional approaches.

Operationalizing a different approach to the notion of patterns
f prominent ties in valued networks, yielding direct and indirect
lockmodel results that evidently differ from those obtained by
xisting approaches, the deviational approach has to be tested and
valuated using other valued datasets, comparing how obtained
esults differ from more conventional approaches and, when appli-
able, to compare resulting partitions and tie classifications with
ould-be pre-understandings of roles and structures in the ana-

yzed networks. However, related to this, it is crucial to understand
hat the herein suggested deviational approach is not a replace-

ent to existing approaches to direct and indirect blockmodeling,
ut an alternative approach taken from a somewhat different view-
oint. With a fundamentally different conceptualization of what
onstitutes prominent and non-prominent ties in valued networks

mplies an equally different conceptualization of equivalence
n networks. For instance, whereas both the Pearson correla-
ion and the deviational correlation capture notions of structural

aker original noselfties.

SW SCW SSR CW JSWE SWRA ASW CYSR CSWJ SW

SW 0 58 53 52 33 8 15 0 0 43 

SCW  124 0 36 17 21 18 8 0 8 6 

SSR  106 30 0 17 9 25 7 0 0 0 

CW  58 32 10 0 11 0 0 6 0 0 

JSWE  58 18 16 0 0 16 9 0 0 7 

SWRA 44 8 39 8 24 0 0 0 0 0 

ASW  73 0 21 0 18 7 0 0 0 0 

CYSR  28 8 14 70 0 5 0 0 0 0 

CSWJ  45 47 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SWHC  26 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

SWG  40 9 7 0 9 0 0 0 0 9 

PW  0 0 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 

CAN  8 6 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FR  9 18 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

JGSW  18 16 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

BJSW  19 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 0 0 

CCQ  0 3 0 12 0 0 0 0 0 0 

JSP  0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

AMH  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

IJSW  3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
s 44 (2016) 160–178

equivalence, their respective operationalization of what equiva-
lence translates to might indeed be meaningful for studying a
particular valued network, but their respective conceptualization
of equivalence do not rule each other out. Thus, depending on the
research question and how we choose to conceptualize equivalence
in the valued networks of commodity trade, the European econ-
omy  might be perceived as both a core–periphery block image and
a cohesive subgroup block image.

Whereas this article has focused exclusively on blockmodeling
of valued (one-mode) networks, a possible future research agenda
is to explore whether the deviational approach can be equally
applied to other methods and algorithms primarily designed for
binary networks. One such extension could be to modify the REGE
algorithm to use RD and CD when measuring dyadic regular equiva-
lence, i.e. similar to the alternative REGE implementation suggested
by Žiberna (2007b, p. 35). The calculation of RD and CD and the
subsequent transformation, non-parametrically or using a one- or
two-sided deviation threshold, to the binary matrices RB and CB
could possibly also be applied to existing binary-oriented metrics
and heuristics, e.g. centrality indices, cluster coefficients, cohesive
subgroup analysis, triadic analyses etc., to the study of patterns of
prominent ties in valued networks.
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Appendix A.

HC SWG  PW CAN FR JGSW BJSW CCQ JSP AMH  IJSW

15 19 0 9 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 6 6 6 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 7 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 6 12 4 0 0 5 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
0 0 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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EFTA.

DEU FRA NLD GBR ITA BEL ESP CHE AUT

DEU 0 103434 78104 71401 78067 62839 37030 56286 59429
FRA  81804 0 19137 36177 42501 43135 33872 14993 4286
NLD  91099 25188 0 40634 26426 72764 14179 7988 4281
GBR  51108 25974 29337 0 13231 21871 14298 6843 2290
ITA  57851 44962 9496 22037 0 11812 22127 17969 10190
BEL  44632 46993 42243 26347 17683 0 7933 4927 2427
ESP  29486 37185 9330 15494 22153 8151 0 4724 2348
CHE  43552 14600 2809 9185 13540 3855 3576 0 8138
AUT  45234 5876 2334 4056 11197 2442 2460 7625 0
POL  37648 9124 6130 9388 9570 3765 4034 1239 2512
SWE  17526 7474 7002 10082 4590 7325 3064 1366 1653
CZE  39246 6640 6024 6141 5938 3110 2929 2049 5547
NOR  22663 6491 11177 29730 2073 4623 2412 276 769
IRL  18591 7745 5295 19745 4153 19810 4341 5629 805
HUN  22126 4233 2855 5016 4763 1459 2388 891 4150
DNK  14700 3524 3612 6312 2808 1484 2222 937 601
PRT  5504 5579 1909 2667 1837 1439 11319 484 529
SVK  12341 3841 1652 2492 3383 955 2105 491 3485
FIN  7979 2923 4211 3339 1921 2206 1410 812 588
ROM  8860 3973 1249 1907 6185 720 1382 295 1248
GRC  2592 811 523 1040 2490 336 713 214 182
SVN  5035 1829 382 547 2868 208 291 247 1664
LUX  3945 1983 859 1441 1399 2761 594 248 246
BGR  2302 857 259 353 2144 1002 474 102 427
LTU  1955 790 1102 851 372 323 254 51 83
EST  583 191 325 237 114 149 52 85 48
LVA  802 173 228 588 125 84 107 31 31
CYP  348 46 146 160 222 86 16 5 47
MLT  404 481 116 257 332 104 139 11 13
ISL  940 150 834 546 53 89 169 64 21

POL  SWE  CZE NOR IRL HUN DNK PRT SVK FIN

DEU 37784 26758 32057 9507 4627 20990 17116 10460 10352 9040
FRA  7504 6814 4151 2763 2442 3238 2685 5466 2337 2671
NLD  6400 9196 4048 2888 2938 3950 5856 3866 662 3682
GBR  4676 8336 2544 4580 19488 1641 4999 2847 1134 2114
ITA  9726 4366 4897 2096 1032 3739 2816 4292 2174 1917
BEL  4104 5709 2276 1418 1436 1927 2736 2150 679 1620
ESP  3490 1818 2253 1015 882 1097 1183 23557 647 897
CHE  1499 1247 1353 802 1123 663 852 480 392 774
AUT  2914 1603 4231 614 219 5414 775 383 1630 625
POL  0 4342 8041 1941 425 4590 2463 466 2632 1200
SWE  3263 0 1168 10807 452 794 11009 768 344 6907
CZE  6442 1789 0 767 255 2832 951 470 6643 802
NOR  2671 12971 1037 0 1712 29 3306 700 62 1573
IRL  1092 1943 1052 798 0 457 974 725 184 509
HUN  3057 991 2734 348 268 0 588 353 2758 335
DNK  2115 12309 772 4801 1032 649 0 416 272 1635
PRT  443 510 401 257 131 148 367 0 118 402
SVK  3599 1122 6505 393 69 3624 339 135 0 278
FIN  1765 7814 450 1973 252 434 1370 163 162 0
ROM  1225 307 708 477 141 2281 125 159 462 134
GRC  304 197 175 43 39 107 184 142 122 182
SVN  683 199 531 97 17 856 235 46 247 97
LUX  242 355 215 84 36 105 139 66 59 78
BGR  333 90 176 46 14 202 69 35 99 46
LTU  1022 787 119 529 56 67 527 35 24 300
EST  166 1682 59 423 4 17 238 12 18 1664
LVA  220 578 40 257 33 20 310 5 21 284
CYP  34 27 39 6 4 77 31 2 9 7
MLT  45 14 15 9 15 21 13 30 4 21
ISL  93 34 58 208 13 9 101 18 14 14

ROM  GRC SVN LUX BGR LTU EST LVA CYP MLT ISL

DEU 10361 6709 4273 5220 2958 2553 1398 1282 774 391 294
FRA  3674 3128 1432 3035 833 602 273 270 435 448 72
NLD  2181 3368 517 842 711 1028 311 441 385 228 333
GBR  1420 1910 389 407 400 371 289 177 705 474 200
ITA  7171 6159 4156 552 1876 764 372 371 802 1411 116
BEL  1313 2167 385 5069 482 756 187 193 177 91 53
ESP  1303 1924 705 239 479 281 123 132 238 144 45
CHE  584 1043 515 152 235 61 143 162 104 143 54
AUT  2539 706 2091 127 882 172 94 129 39 24 15
POL  2318 482 574 177 533 2065 718 878 28 26 48
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EFTA. (Continued )

ROM GRC SVN LUX BGR LTU EST LVA CYP MLT  ISL

SWE  352 472 178 107 133 763 1121 396 60 20 204
CZE  1475 311 633 139 482 332 141 163 30 12 22
NOR  117 263 39 35 11 79 238 117 9 2 354
IRL  323 551 95 84 71 42 57 27 234 39 32
HUN  5383 301 757 115 791 187 92 148 31 19 13
DNK  270 644 78 53 127 398 181 255 36 111 276
PRT  251 146 46 75 74 18 16 12 45 9 8
SVK  959 169 371 77 276 139 40 80 19 4 6
FIN  233 345 90 25 126 414 1521 547 30 27 207
ROM  0 607 252 17 1769 42 24 8 91 18 5
GRC  827 0 105 8 1511 17 9 10 1616 77 3
SVN  413 185 0 22 200 75 25 35 9 4 3
LUX  63 208 72 0 17 13 7 16 6 1 1
BGR  1900 1375 159 4 0 51 7 19 42 4 2
LTU  46 33 9 1 38 0 790 1900 2 1 18
EST  14 6 6 2 5 668 0 797 3 1 33
LVA  31 9 3 1 15 1461 705 0 2 1 16
CYP  83 719 1 5 37 4 2 22 0 8 0
MLT  29 38 3 2 34 1 1 1 134 0 7
ISL  4 10 12 2 1 13 3 4 0 1 0

Notesharing.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

1 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 1 8 0 0 3 0
2  0 0 2 3 0 0 5 5 10 10 1 3 0
3  0 0 0 19 0 0 0 3 1 0 0 0 0
4  2 0 6 0 1 0 0 1 19 0 1 0 0
5  0 0 0 16 0 5 0 7 16 0 5 0 3
6  0 0 1 0 4 0 0 7 3 0 7 3 1
7  0 0 6 14 0 0 0 14 6 0 0 0 0
8  0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 6 0 0 0 0
9  0 0 0 19 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

10  0 16 2 16 0 1 0 16 0 0 1 2 0

R

B

B

B

B

B

C

D
D

D

E

F

G
H

Žiberna, A., 2007a. Generalized blockmodeling of valued networks. Soc. Netw. 29,
11  0 0 2 8 2 2 

12  2 2 8 2 2 2 

13  0 0 0 1 8 0 
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